The Information Systems and Decision Sciences (ISDS) department at the University of South Florida (USF) is searching for two outstanding candidates to fill tenure-track faculty positions at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. Candidates must at minimum have a Ph.D. degree in Information Systems or related disciplines with research/teaching interest in data analytics. Candidates who have successfully defended their doctoral dissertations can also apply. Data analytics publication(s) or late-stage review in premier journals such as ISR, Management Science or equivalent business, statistics or ACM/IEEE outlets is also required.

Preference will be given to candidates possessing a track record of publishing in leading journals in some of the above mentioned areas, consistent with experience. Preference will be given to candidates who have a proven ability to teach graduate level courses in data analytics such as advanced databases, data warehousing, data mining and/or statistical data mining. Preference will also be given to candidates with the ability to seek and/or obtain funding from research or industry sponsors for research related to data analytics.

The ISDS department includes faculty members who engage in fundamental information systems and analytics research, collaborate in interdisciplinary research programs, and publish in the leading journals in information systems and analytics. The department offers graduate programs such as Ph.D., MS in MIS, and MBA with MIS concentration, and a highly competitive undergraduate information systems program that was recently ranked #25 by Bloomberg Businessweek. More information can be found on our departmental website at http://www.usf.edu/business/departments/isds/index.aspx.

For additional details, go to: http://www.usf.edu/about-usf/work-at-usf.aspx and search for Job Opening Number 4283

EOE

Apply Here: http://www.Click2Apply.net/n9y79tk
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